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Trustee vote results withheld
Bond says suit must be settled first
By Rich Bergeman
Newt Editor
University administrators have
"locked up" the results of last week's
election to seat a student on the Board of
Trustees in the wake of criticisms leveled
against the way the three candidates
were selected.
Dr. James Bond, vice president of
student affairs, said a suit filed by two
students to invalidate the election would
have to be settled by the University
Board ot Appeals before anyone could be
sea'-ed on the board.
The trustees had planned to install the
non-voting student representative at
their February meeting Friday, but Dr.
Bond doubted that the Board of Appeals
could hand down a ruling that soon.
HE ADDED THAT he was not sure
ho v long the appeal would take, but that
it "wouldn't be good" to seat a student on
the board with the recent disputes

hanging over his head.
Should the board rule in favor of the
suit, the results of last week's voting
would be thrown out and a primary
election would be held to select new
candidates for another election.
The action, filed Friday by Manfred
Dobbeck, junior (BAI and Jan Weber,
sophomore (Ed), contends that the
screening committee which selected the
three candidates was made up of Student
Court members and was therefore
unrepresentative of the student body.
"IF THE ELECTED student (to the
Board of Trustees) is going to be truly
representative of the student body, the
student body as a whole should determine who will run in the election," the
suit states.
The action asks that the past election
be declared invalid and a primary be
held to select new candidates so that a
"free and representative election" can
follow.

Dr. Bond said no action could be taken
on the charges made Friday by four of
the six screening committee members
unless they filed a formal complaint.
THE FOUR COMMITTEE members
revealed Friday that they had no hand in
selecting the three candidates who appeared on last week's ballot.
They claimed someone in student
government evidently pushed the three
finalists through under deadline
pressure, even though the candidates had
not been formally approved by the
screening committee.
The four committee members are Don
Scherzer, senior (BA). Mike Sprague,
junior (ED),Mike DeMario, senior (BA),
and Robert J. Harper, senior (ED).
Harper said they have not filed a
formal complaint because they will most
likely be called to testify.
DR. EDWARD WARD, executive
assistant for student and legal affairs,

expressed hope yesterday that the suit
would not have to go as far as the Board
of Appeals.
He said that because of the controversy over the screening process and
the poor voter turnout last week, he
hoped Student Council would see fit to
settle the issue directly with Dobbeck
and Miss Weber.
Dobbeck said he might agree to such a
course of action.
Student Body President Roger Coate
was unavailable for comment.
DR. BOND, HOWEVER felt the
matter would have to go to the Board of
Appeals for an impartial ruling because
both Student Council and Student Court
are directly involved in the controversy.
If the representative to the Board of
Trustees is to be in any way effective, Dr.
Bond explained, the disputes will have to
be settled as soon and as impartially as
possible.

Apollo gets go-ahead;
docking trouble over
Nawaphoto by Koran Humbarg

"Stinky" art show
on exhibit here
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
A new art exhibit went on display
in the Art Bldg. gallery. And quite
honestly, it stinks.
Hold on - that's the truth. Even
the artists involved agree because
they planned it that way. In fact, it
looks more like a garage sale than
an art exhibit.
One of its organizers, graduate
student Joseph Timmons calls the
exhibit something that the average
person can look at and enjoy without
getting hung up on the fact that he's

in a gallery looking at art.
TIMMONS SAID A group of
graduate students decided to get
away from the serious side of art
and the display that resulted turned
out to be a satirical look at pop art
and themselves as artists.
Among "pieces in the collection"
are a demolished and rusting
tricycle, several warped paintings, a
"UAW On Strike For Justice" sign,
and a display of nifty fifties !5's that
includes some of the more "outstanding hits" of yesteryear - "The
Diddy Bop," "Tricky Dicky" and
"Flip. Flop, Fly."
Timmons said the exhibit itself the arrangement of the objects - is
good and artistically clean. He
added that the things included are
something that everyone can
recognize and laugh at as terrible
art.
OTHER HIGHLIGHTS OF the
exhibit are a dead decaying fish
under glass, an assortment of
bricks, a Columbus Dispatch
papercarrier's bag, four black
umbrellas in dubious condition, a
vintage collection of non-returnable
Budweiser cans, posters, jewelry
and other assorted goodies.
The exhibit may be shortlived,
however, unless there is a favorable
reaction from the art faculty, so art
lovers should take a look as soon as

m

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) - A
docking problem which cast a cloud over
the chances for an Apollo 14 moon landing apparently cleared itself up and
officials said yesterday the astronauts
can make a lunar landing.
Space officials made the announcement while astronauts Alan B.
Shepard Jr., Edgar D. Mitchell and
Stuart Roosa were asleep In the space
cabin and speeding toward the moon.
Chester Lee, the mission director, told
newmen that extensive analysis could
uncover no problem now with the docking
mechanism which failed to operate
properly on Sunday.
"We're proceeding with every intention of making a full lunar landing
mission," said Lee. "We can find nothing
wrong with the docking probe. We are
confident now that the docking probe is
good."
THE STATEMENT was made at a
news conference yesterday afternoon
after engineers on the ground had spent
all night examining models of the
docking mechanism to try to find out why
it failed to operate properly in five
docking attempts Sunday.
Astronaut James McDiviit, manager
of the Apollo Spacecraft Program, told
newmen, "I can't help but feel there was
some foreign object that got into the
system. Where the foreign object came
from and where it went, we don't know."
Once the spacecraft had been launched, had orbited earth one and a half
times and was then fired off in space
toward the moon, Roosa pulled the
command ship out from the lunar module
and spent third-stage rocket Sunday
night. He turned it around and tried five
time to rejoin it nose to nose with the
lunar module. And five times three small
metal latches failed to capture and hold.

ASTRONAUTS ROOSA, Mitchell, and Shepard before the launch.

The two craft finally were linked
using a procedure which bypassed the
small malfunctioning latches on the
command ship's probe, a plunger-like
device, and engaged 12 larger ones attached to the command ship itself.
THE ASTRONAUTS removed the
docking device and brought it inside the
command ship early yesterday. With the
aid of a flashlight and instructions
radioed from earth, they carefully in-

spected the probe and the drogue, which
is the section of the docking device that is
attached to the lunar module
But they could find nothing amiss.
They were able to latch the two pieces
together by hand with ease, trying
without success to repeat the earlier
failure.
The docking mishap had put the
astronauts' chances of landing on the
moon in doubt. Such a landing in the
rugged old Fra Mauro highlands of the

moon had been scheduled for 4:16 a.m.,
EST Friday.
Before the decision to land was announced, Sigurd SJeberg, the director of
flight operations, said, "We will have to
convince ourselves in some fashion that
the thing is indeed satisfactory for additional dockings."
Even if Mission Control had decided
the docking mechanism could not be
trusted, Apollo 14 would still have been
able to go into an orbit of the moon.

Police dept. investigation due soon

Officials accused of bribery
By John Lake
Staff Reporter

iwtpfolo by K«r.n HuaaWf.

Associated P'«it WlrsfW*

Two Wood County officials were
accused of bribery yesterday in connection with the indictments of four city
police officers.
They arc Common Pleas Court Judge
Floyd Colter and County Prosecutor
Daniel T. Spltter.
Attorney Joseph DaPore levelled the
charges during a hearing on a motion to
quash the indictment of his client,
Lieutenant Matthew C. Brichta, who has
been accused of breaking and entering.
DaPore contended that Brichta and three
other defendents in the case had been
bribed to testify against other police
officers.
The attorney said that a certified
letter had been sent to the court which

stipulated that some of the indicted officers would receive specific jail sentences if they would testify against
others.
JUDGE COLLER denied making any
sort of promises in the case.
Spitler, however, refused to testify
when called to the stand.
In his address to City Council last
night, Mayor F. Gus Skibbie described
the recent police situation as "costly,
damaging, and a noxious lesson to many
pp'The - some innocent and some
guilty."
"No one recognizes better than I the
fact that in any discussion of the matter
of public safety in this city, I am treading
on touchy and-or thin ice," said the
Mayor. The justification for wholesale
reflection Is up to the Judgment of each

individual citizen."
DUE TO A misunderstanding, the
Mayor's report to a committee on his
proposed plans for a study of the police
department was not available at last
night's meeting.
The Mayor said, "I had thought that
the President of the Council planned to
appoint a committee of this body to
whom I could report my findings and that
committee would, In turn, report to you
with their suggestions and recommendations in this matter."
Mayor Skibbie noted that he is "ready
to report to such a committee, if one
exists, or if it is the president's plan to
have such a committee."
The Mayor then said that he learned
ten minutes prior to the meeting that a
committee had formed and that their

recommendations should be available at
the next meeting.
Mayor Skibbie announced that the
selection of one of two organizations
which will conduct the survey will be
announced at the next council meeting,
Tuesday, Feb. 16. The organizationi
considered are the Public Administration
Service of Chicago and the School of
Criminal Justice of Michigan State
University.
The Mayor also noted that City
Councilman Charles Bartlett Is "making
an attempt to see if federal funds are
available to finance a fraction of the
study," the cost of which should run into
"the five-figure bracket."
Safety-Service Director Walter ZLnk
brought to the attention of Council what
he described as "unsanitary jail
facilities."
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ep.T8RiaLS
election hoax
The election held last week to name a student to the
Board of Trustees must be held invalid.
Recent
disclosures to The News have proved that the three
students who competed for the post did not even have
majority approval from the screening committee.
Then who did choose the three candidates? An administrative investigation should be started at once to find
out.
Undoubtedly, they were chosen through expediency In
some back room as The News Indicated last week, even
before it was revealed that no affirmative vote okayed the
three choices.
How, then, without a consensus on the screening
committee can we say three approved candidates ran for
the student seat?
The News was accused In some corners of negativism
after our non-endorsement editorial last week, but this is a
title we cherish in light of the political manuvertng which
has both undermined the election and shrouded with doubt
the characters of those students who oversaw the
screening committee and ram-rodded three names down
the student body's throat.
Additionally, it should be mentioned in any such investigation that the Board of Trustees itself shares part of
the blame for insisting, as we understand they did, that a
student be placed on the Board by its next meeting, Feb. 6:
This helped force the haphazard, careless and undemocratic screening process which was followed here.
Also no small amount of attention should be given to the
court case filed by two students which question the
authority of those members of Student Court who took part
in the screenings. Even though the students on the committee were all members of Student Court, they were not
meeting in an official Student Court capacity.
Nonetheless, they could easily have fallen prey to political
pressures and personal biases because of the nature of
their assignment- "choose three students from nine who
applied."
And, finally, but most important of all:
WHEN this election is declared invalid, another way of
choosing a truly representative student for the seat on the
Board must be found.
There are two alternatives, as The News sees It.
ONE
name the Student Body President to the post.
He, at least, gained his present seat through a somewhat
democratic fashion, being named in a campus-wide
election without the sham of a screening committee
shearing off totally unqualified applicants from a field of
totally unqualified applicants.
His Trustee's reports could be made directly to Council.
Or, TWO
hold a campus-wide primary election to
choose the student representative to the Board, just like an
election for the Student Body President.
This would give us all a chance to vote for someone we
thought was qualified-not the barrel-scrapings remaining
after a high-handed and apparently secret agreement to
name finalists not even endorsed by a majority of the
members of the screening committee.
Start an investigation NOW. Throw last week's ballots
away.

cross currents
•

which god is dead?
By Sister Kathy Sargeant
Staff member
St. Tbomai More L'nlverilty Parish
God Is dead... but which one? God is and has been under attack. But which one? the God who struck a man dead for daring to touch the Ark of the Covenant? - the God
who, until man made such vast strides in science and technology, was the one who
arbitrarily sent floods, storms and plagues or sunshine and plentiful harvests? That
God no longer exists for modern man who can explain these phenomena and, at times,
even control them.
Such incidents were opportunities for experiences of God years ago, however
faulty we now may view them to be. Today, we have as many opportunities to experience and know our God though the situation seems more complex. We are
growing out of the immature phase of relying on this God of ours to "help us pass this
test" or to "not rain out the ball game." When we did indeed fail our tests and the
rains did come, or, to be more serious, as we viewed with horror the continuing daily
tragedies around us. we concluded that God was truly DEAD.
Some time ago a high school senior wrote: "A few years ago God was alive, rtook
it for granted, but now I really and honestly don't know if God Is. It would be nice If I
could believe that he is. I believe as I grow older a realization will come to me and I

7972 'Full Employment' Budget

news
Lerrers
grad student's retort
Mr. Interviewer, in the January 27th
issue of the BG News, Barb Jacola
commented on your attitude that
students' high school education Is far
superior to what they would receive at a
University which lets inexperienced
graduate students handle courses of
'higher' learning.
I believe your response Is quite typical
of the attitudes of many high school
administrators who hold the moldy
notion that a Ph. D. proves teaching
ability and that the high schools are
doing an effective Job of "educating."
My experience has shown me the
inaccuracy of your notion. Though I am
presently a graduate teaching assistant,
I previously taught three years at the
high school level. (The same is true of
many other of us peons, as your consider
us.)

final point

•our man hoppe-

the self-making of a president
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Here it is less than two years till the
1972 Presidential elections and appallingly few Americans have yet made
up their minds how they're going to vote.
As is traditional, the candidates have
been campaigning feverishly for months.
The public, however, remains apathetic
or. at best confused. Obviously, then,
the candidates aren't getting their
messages across.
To be of help in this crisis, here is a
brief rundown of who's running on what
platform and why. Or, in some cases,
why not.

Senator Edmund Muskie (DemMaine) is for ecology. Everybody ia for
ecology. Senator Muskie says he was for
it first. This may be true. Maine has lots
of ecology.
People used to say Senator Muskie
didn't know anything about foreign affairs. This was considered a handicap.
They don't say it any more. Senator
Muskie Just got back from ten days
touring Israel, Egypt, Russia and
Germany. He is presumably now writing
a book entitled, "Europe & The Middle
East, Today Yesterday and The Day
Before That." All Presidential candidates write books.
Now people can't think of anything
THE ARBITRATOR

will be able to say yes, God is, no, God isn't. I also believe I will do it on my own with
no outside influences."
There are many things one could say or at any rate, throughts that arise upon
reading such a statement. -Here are a few:
Each of us yearns for living contact with something beyond ourselves that gives
meaning and value to our existence. When we find this we become, to put it succinctly, a believing person. We believe, or want to believe, in that which gives our life
meaning. We believers do not necessarily know answers to great questions but
somewhere, somehow, we each, deep in our soul, have the experience of God. So it
was for the great Swedish statesman Dag Hammarskjold who wrote: "I don't know
who - or what - put the question. I don't even know when it was put. I don't even
remember answering. But at some moment I did answer yes to Someone - or
Something - and, from that hour, I was certain that existence is meaningful and that,
therefore, my life, in self-surrender, had a goal."
To be a believer is to have faith. We do not have faith in things but persons. I
believe that we each, at some time or other, have had a moment of God, a moment of
encounter with this person who calls us forth to be men and women of faith.
If the God of fear, the God who lives only inside of a Church structure, is dead then
that God for me has long been dead. But if the God of whom we speak is the one who
summons me forth - in love - to Him through the respect, gentleness, patience, LOVE,
I give to and receive from my brothers then I wish to proclaim my belief that God is
truly alive and well.
If He seems not to be because we have not been allowed to experience him through
one another then the question is not about God - but our own receptivity to His
presence and instrumentality in spreading the good word.

bad to say about Senator Muskie. They
can't think of anything much else to say
about him either.' He is therefore the
Democratic front-runner.
Senator George McGovern (DemS.D.) is for ending the war in Vietnam.
Everybody's for ending the war in
Vietnam. Senator McGovern says he
was for ending it first.
People used to say Senator McGovern
wasn't well known and lacked charisma.
They don't say that any more. For he's
been making speeches night and day
around the country. Now people just say
he lacks charisma.
Senator Birch Bayh (Dem-Indiana) is
for Senator Birch Bayh for President.

Several other people are, too. Senator
Bayh was for Senator Bayh first. People
used to say, "How do you spell his last
name?" They still do.
Senator Edward Kennedy (DemMass) is against Senator Edward
Kennedy for President-right now,
anyway. Many people support his stand
on this. They were first. People used to
say they didn't believe he wouldn't run.
They don't say it any more-not since he
couldn't even get re-elected Senate
Majority Whip.
The leading Democratic dark horse is
Mayor John Lindsay of New York.
Mayor Lindsay is a Republican. So much
for Democratic dark horses.
On the Republican side, President
Nixon (Rep-White House) is definitely
the front-runner. Some people now say
he won't seek a second term. Some
people always say that about Presidents.
Some people are rarely right.
Liberals used to say you couldn't trust
Mr. Nixon. They said he was an archConservative at heart. So Mr. Nixon
came out with a "revolutionary"
legislative program designed to attract
Liberals everywhere. Now Liberals say
this shows you can't even trust Mr. Nixon
to be an arch-Conservative.
Others mentioned include Governor
Ronald Reagan (Rep-Hollywood) and
Vice President Spiro Agnew (RepSomewhere). They are both for The
Silent Majority. The Silent Majority,
however, has remained ominously quiet.
Republican dark horses include
Mayor John Lindsay of New York, who is
a Republican, and the late Leon Trotsky,
who was a Trotskyist. They are conceded an equal chance of winning the
GOP nomination.
So the campaign has opened. Those
are the men and the issues. Remember
fellow Americans, you have less than two
years to choose a candidate you can
wholeheartedly support. Sometimes, it
doesn't seem nearly long enough.

I, myself, am not one toprolonga stale
arguement, but I feel that a final word on
the "Gentlemen" of Bowling Green is in
order. Tlie pleasingly feminine effect of
Patricia Oswald's letter last Thursday
was ruined by a certain "Women's Lib"
letter the following day.
In times when classes filled with once
"decent chicks" turned "sweats"
because of lack of personal upkeep, as
far as makeup, clothes and hairstyle, it is
beautiful to find that girls, that act and
look like real girls, do exist; in contrast
to the lady wrestlers.
My point is, my dear Women's Libs, is
if you even tried dressing, or at least in
some way tried to look like a girl, you
would probably find we "male
Chaivanists" would open doors and pull
out chairs for you, too; and you know
you'd dig it.
Chris Lovdahl
265 Rodgers

While teaching seniors in high school,
I saw Ph. D. people flaunting their
diplomas in their very asleep students'
faces. On the other hand, I saw teachers
get axed for attempting to let their
students become really involved with
their studies, for allowing their students
to come to their own conclusions concerning social problems, for permitting
their students to actually think on their
own.
WeU. Mr. Interviewer. I'll accept
your epithet, because this "Inexperience" is letting me interrelate with
some trtriy creative, thmk-forthemselves students. Now that's a rarity
in most of today's stifling public high
schools.
Joy B. Dally
Graduate Teaching Assistant
English Department

let's bear from yoe
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 108 University Hall.
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Gordon files as independent

Prof runs for mayor's seat
By Cindy Soopis
Au't Editorial Editor
Any student in journalism
here has come in contact with
the mustachioed man who can
shoot a roll of film and print 36
photos and still have enough
tobacco in his pipe to admire
his professional work.
James Gordon, assistant
professo. of journalism, has
been known for his ability to
convert naive instamatic
amateur photographers into
Yashica-Nikon
camera
freaks.
And now, Gordon has
decided to run for mayor of
Bowling Green.
"I think I can handle the
job," said Gordon. "I have a
great interest in Bowling
Green and I am particularly
interested in land usage and
zoning."

In his second year as vicechairman of the city's Board
of Zoning Appeals, Gordon
said he would like to see a
stronger voice in long range
living.
A 12-year resident of
Bowling Green, the teacher
candidate is currently obtaining the 150 signatures
needed for his petition to run
in the Nov. 2 mayoreal election.
Gordon will be running as
an jndependent candidate
against Charles Bartlett,
Republican, and Ross Muier.
independent.
"I am a registered
Republican," said Gordon,
"although I do have some
Democratic support." Running as an independent will
eliminate going through the
May primary.
"I am conservative on
some things and liberal on

other things. Ill just label
myself as independent," said
Gordon.
The mayor's position is a
part-time job paying $7,900.
This means the University
won't lose Gordon entirely If
he is elected, although his
teaching load would ha ve to be
reduced.
The job would also mean an
end to his free lance activities
in photography.
Gordon was director of the

*'

News Service for seven year*
and assistant professor of
journalism for five years in
addition to his three years as a
Bowling Green student
He declares that Ms affiliation with the University
has contributed in preparing
him for the mayor's position.
"I am a member of the
University community as well
as being a townie," he said.
"I sm going to do just what
comes naturally," he said.

Regents silent
on Moore's offer
University President Hollis
Moore Jr. has not yet received
the go-ahead from the Ohio
Board of Regents to begin
planning a regional approach
to higher education in northwest Ohio.
He had stated to the
Regents in mid-January that
If given the slightest encouragement. Bowling Green
would develop "a plan, a price
tag and a program" for posthigh school educational expansion.
Dr. Moore said he has
received some favorable but
informal comments on his
ideas from several Regents.
"But until they back us
formally," he added, "there
isn't much else we can do."
Dr. Moore said editorial
comment in the media has
generally been favorable, and
he expects word from the
Regents to come in the near
future.
If that word is favorable,
Dr. Moore said a planning
team will be established and
will be headed by a staff or
faculty member.
He expects the major
planning work to take about
six months, during which the
chairman of the team will be
freed from regular duties.

Dr. Moore said a study of
this region's higher education
would not be expensive, indicating the Regents may help
meet costs that arise.
In his January statement,
the president told the Regents,
"In no way are we looking for
expansion of Bowling Green,
either in terms of branches or
on-campus enrollment. We're
interested in seeing that the
full-range of post-high school
opportunities in our region,
not only for young people but
adults as well, Is theoutcomeof
this work."
He added in his statement
that
any
planning
organization would include
representatives of all existing
post-high school institutions in
the area and other interested
civic and professional leaders.
Some of the areas slated
for scrutiny in the proposed
study are cooperative inter institutional approaches to
program
development,
curricula in general and
'technical sutdies, staff 'and
faculty recruiting and sharing
of resources, University
services to two-year colleges,
building
and
facility
requirements
and
the
promotion of two-year college
programs.

JOURNALISM PROFESSOR James
Gordon took out petitions for Mayor
Bowling Green last week and announced
will run in the November election as

Week's events to focus
on black race, culture
A black minister from
Cairo, Illinois, and Arthur
Hall's Afro-American Dance
Ensemble, will be featured in
the first two days of Black
Culture Week here.
A week of events,
dedicated to better understanding of the black race,
will be held Feb. 7-13. This is
the third annual Black Culture
Week.
The Rev. Randy Robinson
and a member of the Black
United Front in Cairo, will be
the kick-off speaker for the
week.
Rev. Robinson, who will
speak at 7 p.m. Sunday (Feb.
7) in the Grand Ballroom,
Union, will discuss racial
strife that has plagued Cairo
during the past two years. He
is a member of the Black
United Front, an organization
of black citizens fighting
racial injustices in the city.

Films protraying various
black experiences will be
shown Monday (Feb. 8) from
10a.m. to noon in the Dogwood
Suite, Union. The films are
titled "Heritage in Black" and
"Black and White Uptight."
Another film, "Black and
White in South Africa," will be
shown at 2 p.m., followed by
group discussion, led by
Moses Horton, an international student at Bowling
Green from the African nation
of Sierra Leone,
The Arthur Hall AfroAmerican Dance Ensemble
will conclude Monday's activities with a performance
in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
The 30-member troupe will
give authentic interpretations
of native African dances from
Ghana, Nigeria, Mali, Angola
and the Congo, as well as
Caribbean dances from Haiti
and Cuba.
Their leader,
Arthur Hall, is a native of
Tennessee who learned the
primitive styles of dance from
visitors from those countries.
The dancers, with their
colorful costumes and frenzied footwork, have been
acclaimed wherever they
appear.
All events for the first two
days of Black Culture Week
are free and open the public.

His lecture will follow a
concert by the University's
Gospel Chior, a black student
group directed by Gregory
Smith, sophomore from
Toledo.
Monday's (Feb. <) events
include the official opening of
the
redecorated
■• Rathakellar." Formerly
decorated in the motif of a
German beer cellar, the
recreation area in Commons -———ciipum un
Dining Hall, featuring a snack
LOW COST, SIR, LEGAL
bar, dance area and lounge,
was redone in a melting pot
theme during the past year. It
now combines Tahltian,
IN NEW YORK
Polynesian and African
SCHEDULED
IMMEDIATELY
themes in its decor.

ABORTION

To go along with Its new
(212)490-3600
look, the recreation are* has MOFISSIOIUI sewOUIINC tmici,
been renamed "Amanl,"
i iin in., Ntw T«t cny issi r
which means "house of MS Tfctfc
il I )w (or ovr wrv.ee

SAIGON (AP) - Laotian
generals reported yesterday a
buildup of North Vietnamese
and Pathet Lao forces for
possible attacks on important
areas of northern and
southern LAOS.
U.S. bombers have been
carrying out daily air attacks
on the Ho Chi Minn trail in
southern Laos in an effort to
knock out a dry season
resupply of enemy forces.
The Laotian reports came
from the Defense Ministry in
Vientiane and from a general
who said that if the enemy
attacks succeed,
Laos'
neutralist premier. Prince
Souvanna Phouma, will be
overthrown despite U.S.
support for him.
The general declined the
use of his name, a Vientiane
dispatch said.
Military leaders would
take over in Laos and continue
fighting the Communist-led
forces, the general asserted.
The Defense Ministry in
Vientiane said the North
Vietnamese are building up
for offensive drives in both
northern and southern Laos.
The
chief
ministry
spokesman, Gen. Thong
Phanah Knoksy, said the two
regiments of the North
Vietnamese 312th Division
have returned to northern
Laos after a six-month absence and are apparently
preparing for an attack on
Long Cheng a U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency in-

stallation southwest of the
Plain of Jars.
Other military sources said
the enemy may be preparing
attacks on the Bolovens
Plateau in southern Laos.
In Washington, a Defense
Department spokesman
reported a major movement
of North Vietnamese troops
down the Ho Chi Minh trail to
Laos in recent weeks.
Other Pentagon sources
described the units as logistic
troops and they usually
precede a buildup in
preparation for combat
operations.
With the reported enemy
infiltration, the Pentagon has
now revised its estimate of

general departmental
overhaul launched last
quarter.
Dr. Joseph K. Balogh,
Course registration should
be less of a hassle for fresh- department chairman, said
men next fall, thanks to a yesterday the course was
recent decision by the changed in order to give freshmen a wider range of electives
sociology department.
Principles of Sociology 201, to choose from.
"The typical freshman has
presently a sophomore-level
course, will be dropped down a difficult time filling out his
to a freshman-level subject schedule because of the
number of courses closed to
beginning next fall.
The change was approved him," Dr. Balogh said.
In addition, the change will
last Friday by department
members as part of the give freshmen an immediate
exposure to sociology, rather
than forcing them to wait until
their sophomore year, he
explained.
In the past he said
enemy troops in Laos to 65,000 sociology courses had been
or 70,000.
closed to freshmen because it
The Defense Department was thought they tacked the
spokesman,
Jerry
W. mental maturity needed for
Friedheim, refused to com- the course.
ment on what steps the allies
However, the average
might take to counter the freshman today is much
buildup.
better qualified to handle the
The North Vietnamese course than many sophomores
delegation in Paris accused were years ago, he said.
the United States of stepping
He also said the decision
up the war in Laos and said has been given considerable
this created new obstacles to encouragement by the Adthe Vietnam peace talks, now ministration, which has
stalemated there.
received a number of comThe official IJiotian reports plaints from disgruntled
of an enemy buildup sup- freshmen unable to round out
ported, in part at least, the their schedules with electives.
statement of Secretary of
Dr. Balogh said the change
State William P. Rogers on should not have an apFriday.
preciable effect on the size of
By Kathy Fraze
Issue Editor

Oregon patrolman to be
final Manson witness
LOS ANGELES (AP)-The
penalty hearing in the Sharon
Tat* murder trial headed into
its fourth day yesterday with
one state witness still to
testify.
A prosecutor said the final
witness would be a highway
patrolman from Oregon who
was expected to say that his
life was threatened by one of
the defendants.
The Jury is listening to
evidence before deciding
whether Charles Manson, 36year-old hippie-style clan
leader, and three of his women

followers should be sentenced
to death or life in prison.
The four were convicted by
the same jury last Monday of
a murder-conspiracy in the
slayings of Miss Tate and six
other persons.
Defense attorneys said
they would offer testimony
from about 20 persons, including several members of
Manson's clan.
Manson's convicted
codefendanta are Susan
Atkins, 22, Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Houten,
each 21.
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independent candidate. He is a 12-year
resident of the city and has taught
photojournalism at the University for six
years.

Sociology department opens
fall 201 course to freshmen

Laos reports Red upswing
ARTHUR HALL, black minister and leader
of an Afro-American Dance Ensemble will
perform Monday in the Grand Ballroom,
Union.
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$1.50 Per Person
Every Tues. & Wed. 4:30 - 8:30 p.m.
1616 E. Wooster

ALL YOU CAN EAT

enrollment in the 101 class,
although it may increase the
number of students who
decide to take 300 or 400 level
courses.
The course will be switched
from a three-hour to a fourhour class, with three hours of
lecture and one hour of
discussion.
Department members will
be meeting again within the
next few weeks to consider a
number of other changes,
including requirements for
majors and minors and
prerequisites.
One of the major problems
to be discussed will be
whether to require minors to
take the same course of study
as majors, which presently
includes classes in statistics,
methodology and sociological
theory.
Dr. Balogh said the
department is divided into
those instructors who feel
"what's good for a major is
good for a minor" and others
who think minors should only
be required to take "content"
courses.
"The question is whether
we're going to train the
students to be professional
sociologists who will go onto
graduate studies or if we're
just going to teach the kids
some good sociology and let it
go at that," he said.
Although the question of

prerequisites is still up for
debate, Dr. Balogh predicted
that the department will
decide to do away with many
of its prerequisites.
The department is also
considering changing more of
its three-hour courses to fourhour courses.
Under the present system,
students have to take too
many courses just to fill up
their schedules he said.
Dr. Balogh said he hoped
the department would complete the changes before the
end of the year.
He said the department is
aiming for a more timely
curriculum that will meet the
needs of the students.

Sponsors set
tryout dates
for musical
Tryouts for the spring
quarter production of "West
Side Story," which will be coproduced by the School of
Music and the Department of
Speech, will be held next
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. S
and 9.
Feb. 8 tryouts are
scheduled from 8-11 p.m. in
Rooms 102, 111 and 202 of the
Music Bldg. Feb. 9 tryouts are
from 7-11 p.m. In Rooms 102,
202 and 212, Music Bldg.

Now you're on your way up.

university.
Some people think getting to the
Or you might go to one of
top means scaling skyscrapers.
Hoover's 155 District Offices. And
At Hoover, the top is on the
learn how we move over 80 differfourth floor. Of a neat brick buildent home products
ing. On tree-lined streets In a
Whatever you do, you'll grow
quiet town. Where the air is fresh.
fast. You'll have to. Just to keep
And the horizon is sky.
up. Hoover's a fast growing comThat's where you'd start.
pany.
But not necessarily where
First half sales in 70 were
you'd stay.
up 13%.
Hoover has 14 plants in 9 counThe year before
tries on 5 continents.
K" " i _> wasn't a bad year, either.
Two-thirds of the
l%9
' Hoover's total
2 1,000 Hoover people k .l«>«*M"ir.wIn
■ 1 - y ~ •GS~^T. i- -. ■_..
i
..,„«. ,-..,».- two
work outside U.S.A.
^■W'■« '^#>t*>»n« sales were over $309
Youdon'thavetogo. *-T l* :" >-million.
i
i j
So, if you want to go
You might stay at
Hoover's home office. Go " 0 •(*!.' ' fe J £'*.'' up, go down to your placeinto marketing, finance, I V*' 'NrWWntoffice.
Si n U
manufacturing, engineer- . '•' " ; \\ \j ' I
8 P for ^ interV
11
view.
Well
be on campus
ing.Take graduate courses
lieges andU- ii^Mi'-'W February 9th.
at the local
(To .bout ih. 68th floor.)
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Cites closed committee furor

Kurfess assaults press

Associated Praia Wlraprarta

KU BUNLY, 13, holds his Chinese-designed AK47 rifle at Pich Nil
Pass. The Cambodian orphan has been In five firefights and has
never been hit. He also helped kill six Viet Cong and says it gave him
"great pleasure."

Congress to receive drug report
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government's first annual
report on federal marijuana
research was reported ready
yesterday to go to Congress
but informed sources said it
still leaves unanswered the

highly controversial question
whether the drug is potentially
harmful to everyone who uses
It.
As one source put It, the
report presents now Indications that the drug can be

Georgia governor taps
Democrat for Senate
ATI.ANTA, Ga. (AP) •
Gov. Jimmy Carter named
yesterday state Democratic
party
chairman
David
Gambrell to the Senate seat
left vacant by the death of Sen.
Richard B. Russell.
Carter announced the
appointment at a news conference at the Capitol.
Carter said he hoped
Gambrell can be administered
the oath of office Tuesday In
Washington
D.C.
Gambrell will occupy the
Senate seat held by Russell for
38 years.
Russell, a
Democrat, was president pro
tern and dean of the Senate
when he died Jan. 21 at the age
of 73.

Gambrell, 41, will serve the
two years left of Russell's
term, and is expected to be a
candidate for a full six-year
term in the elections of 1972.
The potential for waging a
vigorous campaign in 1972 is
known to have figured
prominently In Carter's
consideration of a successor to
Russell.Gambrell, a member
of a well-known and wealthy
Atlanta family, is a past
president of the Georgia State
Bar.
He is a staunch supporter
and close adviser of Carter's.
After last fall's election, he
was tapped by Carter for the
chairmanship of the state
Democratic party.

Up in the morning
at breaking of day

dangerous to some poeple at
least "but It contains no
assessment on how dangerous
It would be for the health of the
nation If, for example,
everone started smoking
marijuana."
The source said the report
would say, in effect, that
"more research is needed" to
assess the extent of possible
hazard from the drug.
Up to now the government's official position on the
drug has been the same as
that which was given an a
statement by Assistant
Surgeon General Sherman
Kieffer
last
summer:
"The research published to
date on marajuana clearly
indicates that marijuana can
be dangerous for some people.
However, accurate scientific
data on the extent and nature
of those dangers is not yet
evident and is being
vigorously sought.
"Until such information is
available It is the position of
the National Institute of
Mental Health that marijuana
must be considered a risk to
the mental and physical
health of users."
"It is clear that several
years will be required before
preliminary findings can be
interpreted with confidence, a
preliminary report stated.

By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
The furor created over the
change in the Ohio House of
Representatives
rules
allowing closed committee
sessions was created by the
press, according to Charles
Kurfess, speaker of the House.
Kurfess said the new rule
merely restates the Ohio
Constitution which allows
committees to be closed for
hearings. Kurfess said he
suggested that action be taken
to pass such a rule so he did
' not have to make the decision
himself.
"You don't need a rule at
all," Kurfess said. "I did not
want to be put In the position
as speaker to say rules were
unconstitutional."
Kurfess said no formal
action could be taken by a
committee meeting in closed
session. He said the Ohio
Senate had adopted the same
rule for many years.
"If you've got an open rule
and throw It out people will
yell," Kurfess said.
He said that announcement
of the rules change was
handled wrong by the House
but he still felt the press had
created an Issue out of the
change which did not really
exist.
"The news people In Ohio
do not appreciate the openess

of the legislature," Kurfess
said.
He said that some statesdid
not hold public hearings on
bills, but in the 14 years he had
been in the House there had
never been a closed session.
The select committee on
Student Unrest was cited by
Kurfess as a committee which
might hold a closed hearing.
As an example, Kurfess said
the committee might close the
session in order to give
students a chance to talk
completely off the record.
Kurfess is the chairman of
one of three subcommittees on
campus disorder who visited
college campuses last summer and are currently
revisiting every Ohio campus.
According to Kurfess
several reasons were given for
the lack of campus disorder
this fa II during his committee
hearings.
He said some changes have
been made
both
administratively
and
academically, the Vietnam
war is winding down, the Kent
killings made people realize
that "We're not playing
games anymore," and finally.
House Bill 1219, "people
suggest that they're scared."
Kurfess said he thought
there would be some technical
changes In 1219 to avoid overutilization.
He said Ohio

TO
DO
TODaY

University was the only school
which had been using the bill.
BUI 1219 was not intended
to get at the causes of
disruption but was to be used
as a control vehicle Kurfess
said.
Powers granted by 1219 are
in addition to powers the
University already has,
Kurfess said. He said the
University could suspend a
student without going through
the procedure outlined in 1219.
Problems might arise
according to how administrators put the legislation
Into use, Kurfess said.
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BGSUSPORTS
CAR CLUB
Will meet in 213 Education
Bldg. at 7 p.m. to plan a rally
school and the next rally.
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not favor seating a voting
student on the Board.
"I am strongly in favor of
every Board of Trustees
setting
up
a
formal
representative of faculty and
the student body all the time"
at both closed and open
sessions, Kurfess said.
He said he felt student
representation on the Board
would be much more effective
if it came by "action and invitation" of the Board and was
not forced on the Board by a
state law.

7 Man's name. ■a Kmbers.
K ('.nil game. 211 Inclination.
.'Ill BlllillH'C.
ii Learned.

By Gladys E. Stone

THE SIDE DOOR
The U.A.O. wUl present
Will meet In 228 MathDally
Science at 7 p.m. Dr. Sabbagh ''Minimum
will be the speaker. Details Requirement" in The Carfor the museum trip will be dinal Room from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. The performance is
discussed.
free.

Dr. M. Kumler (Psyc.
Dept.)
will speak
on
"America's Peculiar Courtship System" at 6 p.m. in the
Main Lounge, Prout Hall.

5 HuratitfiH'.
Ii floats.

PUZZLE

KAPPA MUEPSILON

HUMAN SEXUAIJTY
SYMPOSIUM

Universities are "as
autonomous as they can be
when somebody grants them
autonomy," Kurfess said. "If
they want to retain autonomy
they had better be responsive
to their constituants.'
Kurfess said students take
chances with autonomy when
they flagrantly violate social
standards set by society. I
don't think the only way to
change a standard is to violate
it."
The Board of Trustees has
become the whipping boy on
many campuses, according to
Kurfess, but he said he does

i/i/ii

Solution to Yesterday's Punle

(KYI'TOGRAM — By Karl Ireland

COMMUTER
ORGANIZATION
Will meet at 8 p.m. In the
basement, Moseley Hall, for a
program of poetry and short
fiction readings. This week's
topic is human sexuality.
Contact the Commuter Center
I ext. 22573 )ifyouwouldliketo
read your own material or
that of your favorite author.
Material must apply to the
topic given.
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Yesterday's cryptoaram: skinilini makes
penny, prollt from sale of rickety Camper.
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CLaSSIFIED
ROBERTA FLACK
In Concert
University Union Ballroom
Feb. 10. 1971 Wednesday 8:00pm
TICKETS
S2.50 in advance S3.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

return billfold stolen
trom Women's gym lacker.
REWARD. NO QUESTIONS
ASKED. Contact 2-3319 or
leave at Campui Security
Office.
rOUND: Watch Call 3S2-0M4
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Reliable
experienced
babysitters, planned activities
across from campus a-5 Mon-

m. ages 1-5. 3534541 or 352Will do typing Ph 3514070
FOR SALE OR RENT

Darling, before we get
involved let's tee
"Miiiai* Daily Rcq.irtmit
F.ik, •■IIWI, he, o..Mi
Fe*,J-* a.00-11:00
Fro. l» The Cardinal KM*

"A Week
•i

Of Black
Culture"

MEN'S Contraceptive!.
Imported and beat American
nrandj Detain free. Sample!
and catalogue. SI. POPSERVE,
!'„u
120S-QP.
CHAPEL HILL. NC 17514
For
Sale:
Fender
Stratocaiter guitar Good
condition: call Rob, 352-6924
For Sale: 1H4 Chevy Conv.
Blue. New white top John 3S2-

Ml

I track tapes made from your
records.
Excellent recordings. 311 Harrow. 2-505*
'65 Dodge Cornea SB 4 spd.
bucket seats a stereo. Call

mum

Escellent
headphones-cost
85. Sell tor W. Albums for
sale-«.00 4 B.50-Call 351-

Typewrlters. adders and Must SeU New Royal Port
calculators Sales service and Electric
Typewriter-Make
rentals. BJ S. Main 351-7710 Offer-call 351-7413
SUtoawc Paint BMg.
CRAD
ROOMMATE
BEYOND THE ORDINARY NEEDED-Year own roam In
Custom Weefcaaag Rings by 3 badraan apt aj
PHILIP MORTON Con- Vanr-Stt-7404
tosnporary Jeweler 111 W.
Girl NEEDED!
Now or
Spring WMithrop Tar. 3S2-77M
FOR SALE: Blonde Dutch•ay wig CaU 3U4N7
F. r.-aaate needed to share 4-

bdrm. house Available Feb.
lJPh. 354-3143
SUII available 3 4 4 man
apartment! for immedate
rental. 400 Napoleon Rd. 3545771 also taking deposits for
summer rental! 1-4 man apti.
Pool S air conditioning
1 male wantod-eprtng 357
Wuilhrop South 352-7491
One bedroom furnished apt.
Available starting spring qti.
Call 354-4511 after 4
New apis, for girls near
campui 2 bedrooms now
renting for summer 4 fall
quarters Ph. 351-7365
Newly built 1 bedroom apts
near university year lease
starting June 15 completely
furnished for 4 students at MS
per student Ph. 353-7311
F. r-mate wanted Pit. bdrm.
(urn. apt 351-74*

Down in the cellar Uea Slg Ep
Sam-recovering from a tea
with the nil O clan The owls
My THANX'

Sam Ilodulich and Irish I.'
WANT HELP? Call 2-20S1
Counseling
Center,
320 Heriaaon: Congratulations on
Student Service!
your Slg-Phl Mu lavaUerlng.
The Brothers of Sigma Chi.
GREG GREEN-You Owe Me
For this ad and for Washing G Phi B AcUvea-don'l forget
*e P—Off My Car-Give Me tonight'! the night to get
A Call And We'll Talk It Ovar higher!
J52-09S4
The KE Y volumes one and two
Would anyone witnessing an can be picked up in the KEY
accident at Intersection of S. office 310 Student Service*
Enterprise an Woosler. Than. nulitlin as won aa passible
Jan 19, at 9:10 p.m. contact
Bl-Ottt alter 3:30 p.m.
Sigs, "Mama told us not to
come"-but she did and so dad
'The Loft" Gallery of fine arts we-Chi O's thank you for
1044 S. Main. Featuring now another flamin' to*
Thru Feb. B-or»*ography by
Thomas Wedell 4 William Nancy, Congratulations on
Hannsen of The Layton School your new promotionV'1.4i.
of Art, Milwaukee Wis. Tuea.- Maryann
Fri. 5-9, Sat. 114

Watch.. th, WFALSV^n gTTS SSJ*

Onset

PERSON US
Congrata to Sheri and Tom oa
their Delta Sigma Omega
pinning. Gamma Phi's
Mary-congrats on your PIKA
.vaaering to Dave! He's In
Sat family now. I down-] to
go!!! Love-306

to Connie Gallant, Heather
Hammond and Sue Kapler for
being TKE little SUM*.
DIDD1JE POOZE

DIDDIJE POOZE

"THE ROAR OF THE , B^„ „,„„ »,,„„, .
GREASEPAINTTHESMELL * ^ 3*\2 -an«,
OF THE CROWD."
!"■?? ™
*
'
Day Care for CMIdraa 14 yra.
Call 3544701 or J5141»3

GokSe: We've noticed a new
addition to yoar wardrobe.
WtMTltwtlkprtdt! /VlphiCh.
Congratualtions Mary _
0
frsir, your
mcead
Sricho. . bacomlng a P*, nCaHifrftti
^r''r,Sr,
nJ rL1
UttW Sb and cxr»-r7teaJBon.
Cathy and Deb
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Falcons add two mascots
By Ckrii Ftowen
Staff Reporter

falcon mascot that died last
summer.

The birds are back... real,
live falcons, that is.
Two kestrel falcons have
been added to the University
mascot program to replace
the late Prince Frederick, the

The falcons were trapped
by assistant falconer Dave
Cornman who said the birds
are quite common in northwestern Ohio. They are
much smaller than the four

Connolly denies
illegal fees taken
WASHINGTON (AP) John
B. ConnallyJr. denied Monday
he violated the Texas Constitution by accepting at least
$225,000 from a foundation
while governor. He asked a
new Senate hearing on his
nomination as Treasury
secretary so he can publicly
rebut a story suggesting he did
wrong.
The Finance Committee
will reopen the hearing
Tuesday.
Connally told Sen. Wallace
F. Bennett, (R-Utah), he
earned fees as executor of the
estate of Sid R. Richardson
who died in 1959. Connally did
not say how much.
He spread the fees over a
10-year period, Connally told
Bennett, to minimize the tax
impact. He said since his
services occurred before he
became governor he did not

Singing group
to perform
February 2-6
The
Minimum Dally
Requirement, a singing group
which has been performing for
a little more than a year and a
half, will appear in the Cardinal Room 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Feb. 2-6.
Combining their vocal
talents with unusual instrumental accompaniment electric piano. Farfisa organ
and acoustic guitars - the
members of this group perform folk, ballads, light rock
and gospel selections.
The following employment
opportunities are available f«
the week of February 8.
Appointments for interviews
can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services
Bldg.

violate the constitutional
prohibition on outside income
from corporations or persons.
Bennett said he did not ask
Connally the total ammount
received as executor. The
senator said he assumed it
was I7S.000 a year. At 10
years, that would make
Connally's fee $750,000 or
about 1 per cent of the
Richardson estate.
From all indications, after
Tuesday's hearing, the
Finance Committee will go
into executive session,
question Connally about his
finances and then vote
overwhelmingly in favor of his
nomination.
Connally took the offensive
as senators began demanding
answers to questions raised by
a New York Times story
Monday about the Sid R.
Richardson Foundation's
payment of $225,000 to Connally between 1966 and 1969.
The newspaper contended
Connally had consistently
denied, in answer to reporters'
queries while he was governor, that he got compensation
from anyone or any foundation or performed any
services outside his Job of
governor.
At a two-hour, 25-minute
Finance Committee hearing
last Thursday, no one asked
Connally about his ties to
Richardson, a millionaire
oilman who hired him in 1951
and whose estate he helped
administer.
The Richardson Foundation got most of its $86
million in assets from the
estate in 1982.

hawks presently in the
program, he said.
The pair of falcons will be
used for breeding purposes,
Cornman said he and head
falconer. Bill Achbach, are
expecting
the
training
program to expand.
The two falconers are now
involved in another hunt
They're looking for an
assistant to replace Cornman
who will graduate in June.
"Experience in working
with birds of prey or a major
in biology would be a real
advantage to any prospect,"
Achbach said.
"However,
that kind of experience is rare,
and genuine interest could be
just as important as being a
biology major."
Achbach said that potential
falconers should be willing to
spend a great deal of time
each week in the required
training periods and later for
the time It takes to actually
work with the birds.
The birds are trained by
conditioned response, Cornman said adding that it takes
approximately two weeks to
train a falcon. He pointed out,
however, that it takes longer
to assume they will be

reliable.
Achbach remarked that it's
not uncommon to lose a bird
occasionally, and "ud that
they've spent many hours
chasing stubborn birds.
The falconers explained
that the birds which are
housed in a cottage behind the
WBGU-TV building, require
the most attention during the
initial training period.
After that, the birds
require exercise and feeding.
Cornman said the job is a
year-round one. During the
summer, he said, the falcons
traditionally "go home" with
their falconers, although
Achbach plans to remain on
campus with the birds this
summer.
They added that in addition
to having a general interest in
supporting the University
sports and in working with the
birds, applicants should have
a willingness to engage in the
educational and conservation
aspects of the program which
includes lectures, talks and
research projects.
Those interested in applying may contact Bill Achbach at 352-6155, or Dave
Cornman at 372-3362.

Leadership lab scheduled here
The National Leadership
Methods (NLM) lab to be held
at the University on March 4,5
and 6 will expose 150 people to
a new concept in leadership.
This select group will
consist of University students
and
personnel,
and
representatives from other
campuses who will undertake
the three-day program of
intensive leadership training.
NLM begins with the
premise that leadership can
be learned and proceeds to
teach it with a unique blend of
behavioral
science
techniques, group dynamics
theory
and
industrial
management.
The session will include
such techniques as problemsolving, decision-making, how
to structure meetings for
maximum involvement, interpersonnal perceptions,

conformity and deviation,
leadership styles and communications skills.
"Everything is taught in
schools except how to live with
other people," said Tobert T.
(Sonny)
Davis,
NLM
president. "We are trying to
prove that leadership la a
learnable thing."
All the NLM graduates
interviewed felt that the
major advantage of the NLM
program is its "non-ivory
tower" approach.
Only
methods which have proven
successful in business are
used.
The NLM lab is sponsored
by Panhel and the Interfraternlty Council.
The
cost of the program is $35 for
the three-day session.
Persons Interested in attending should contact Tim
Smith, associate dean of
students, before Feb. 15.

JOE RUSSO and Jim Burton will appear in
the forthcoming University Theater
production of Georges Feydeau's comedy
"A Flea in Her Ear". The play opens

Nixon sets midyear deadline
for U.S. economic upswing
WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon pledged to
Congress yesterday to cut
inflation sharply, scale down
high unemployment, and
bring economic prosperity to
the nation by mid-1972.
He said his administration
would achieve these goals
with a great economic leap
. forward this year and with an
attack on inflationary forces

FEBRUARY 11
Tuscarawas Co. Pb. Schls.,
Ohio - Open.
Dayton Pb. Schls.. Ohio AU areas.
Broward Co. Schls., Fla. All areas.
home econ., ind. ed., lang., liv.
Mentor Pb. Schls., - All
sci., math, music, sp. & hear., areas.
ther., sci., sp. ed., EMR.
Meame Co. Schls., Ohio Flint Pb. Schls., Michigan Open.
-Open.
FEBRUARY 12
FEBURARY 9
Dayton Pb. Schls., Ohio Elyria City Schools, Ohio - All areas.
El. ed., sp. ed., gud., art., bus.
Xenia Bd. of Ed., Ohio ed., Eng., math, sci., ind. arts. Open.
Vermilion Pb. Schls., OhioBelefontaine City Bd. of
Eng., sci., elem., math, home Ed., Ohio - Open.
ec., bus. ed., guid., EMR.
Amer. Elem. <t H.S. in Sao
Lancaster City Schls., Ohio Paulo - Open.
- All areas, soc. St. MA
Fairborn City Schools,
degrees only.
Ohio - All areas.
Morrisville-Eaton Central
Broward Co. Schls., Fla. Schls., N.Y. - El. ed.. instr. All areas.
music, Eng., gen. music, soc.
Miami Co. Schls., Ohio st., home ec.
Open.

Employment Opportunities

The Hecht Co. - Mgmt.
trainees.
Ohio Farmers Ind. Co. Underwriting trainee, mrktg.,
BUSINESS
trainee, claims trainee.
Owens-Corning-Fiberglas February
8
Whirlpool Corporation - Mfg., prod., pers., sales.,
Sys. anal., assoc., sys. anal, mrktg.
Ford Motor Co. - General,
acctg. trns., gen. acct., mktg.
mgmt. tens., qua), cont. trne, fin. mgmt.
orod. supervisor tone.
Lincoln National Life (Fort
Detroit Bank & Trust - Wayne) - Actuarial, reg.
Mgmt. trainee.
group sales mgr., programGlidden-Durkee - Accts., mer-sys. anal., admin.
audit., chem. ens., cred. trVick Chemical Co. nes., fin. anal., food tech., ind.
salesmen, nutrit., organ, Summer mrktg. rep.
Lincoln National Life
chem., phy. chem. sys. anal.
Lybrand Ross Bros. & (Toledo) - Fin. planner.
Montgomery - Accts.
American Mineral Spirits FEBRUARY 11
General Electric Co. Co. - Petrochemical sales.
American Oil Co. - Mktg. Financial and technical.
Michigan Consolidated Gas
rep. trainee
Kraft Foods - Food tech. - Acctg. training program,
grad. Iran, program, fin.
planning.
February 9
Ashland Chemical - Sales
Libbey-Owens-Ford Corp. •
Prod, supervision, tech. staff trainees.
Joseph Home Co. - Exec,
member, field mrktg.
Arthur Anderson & Co. - training program.
Household Finance Corp. Open.
Mgmt. trainee.
Shillito's - Open.
Ford Motor Co. - Genreal,
The H & S Pogue Co. fin. mgmt.
Exec, training program.
Montgomery Ward & Co. F & R Lazarus - MerOpen.
chandising trainee.
Kenneth Leventhal, CPA The Hoover Co. - Cost,
acctg., gen. acctg., internal Acctg.
audit., traffic, sys. anal., ind.
cred., home, ec., mgmt. dev.
AGENCIES AND COLLEGES
program.
Union Oil Co. - Pure Oil
Div. - Rtl. sales and mgmt. FEBRUARY 8
Lakeland Comm. College counselor, somm. sales rep.,
English, history, ecomonics,
petrochem. sales rep.
Don 4 Bradstreet Inc. • math.
Bus. anal, trainee.
FEBRUARY 10
Federal Deposit Insurance
February 10
Corp. - Bank examiner
Shillito's - Open.
Texaco, Inc. - Geologists, trainee.
Bureau of Indian Affiars geophysicists.
FAR Lazarus - Mer- Group interviews only;
general info.
chandising trainee.

4 EUCHRE

FEBRUARY 11
Ohio Dept. of Health, N.W.
Dist. Office - Open.
FEBRUARY 12
Kent State Univ., Grad.
Programs in Business - MBA,
Doctor of Bus. Admin., MS in
acctg., grad study in econ.
SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY 8
Elyria City Schoold, Ohio El. ed., sp. ed., guidance, art,
bus. ed., Eng., math, sci„ ind.
arts.
Richmond Comm. Schls.,
Ind. - Sec. read, cons.. Span.,
math, el. counselors, art., sp.
ed., el. ed.,
WHPE.
Davision Comm. Schls.,
Michigan - Open.
Allen Co. Schls., Ohio - All
areas.
Princeton City Schols.,
Ohio - Bus. ed., el. ed., WHPE,

FEBRUARY 10
Tuscarawas Co. Pb. Schls.,
Ohio - Open.
Vermilion Pb. Schls., OhioEng., sci., elem., math, home
ec., bus. ed., guid.. EMR.
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and more vexatious problems
for the problems of inflation,"
he asserted.
"Neither do I intend to rely
upon an elaborate facade that
seems to be wage and price
control but is not."
As to what he will do to
check rising wages and prices,
Nixon pointed his finger to the
past.

Ambulance drivers provide
taxi service for BG students
In the past 12 days, the
student ambulance drivers
have answered 77 calls.
That many accidents?
Actually most of the calls
are for taxi service. The
drivers will take home any
girl after dark, no matter
what condition she is in, according to Mr. Robert Roper
of the Medical Center.
"We take people home who
are on crutches, have sore
legs, or that sort of thing,
because of the bad weather."
Roper said.
A few calls, however, have
been serious enough that the
students have had to administer oxygen.
The twelve students work
an average of four hours a
day, Roper said. The am-

WAWR 93.5 FM
Black
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services in 1971, bringing the
GNP up to $1,085 trillion a
figure higher than many
economists have predicted.
Nixon coupled his forecasts
with his strongest rejection of
wage-price
controls or
guidelines to date.
"I do not intend to impose
wage and price controls which
would substitute new growing

ROCK

MYLES FLOWERS

Prices For 6.G. area only

in the economy without turning to wage-price controls.
"I intend to use aU the
effective and legitimate
powers of government to
unleash and strengthen these
forces of the free market that
hold prices down," Nixon said
in his annual economic
message.
He promised - with
cooperation from the private
sector -- to bring "full
prosperity without war, full
prosperity without inflation."
The 1972 targets, set out by
his Council of Economic
Advisers in the report, are
these:
- An employment rate "in
the 4 and one half per cent
zone." Nixon earlier had set a
goal of reaching full employment, defined as four per
cent joblessness, by mid-1972.
Unemployment in 1970 started
at three and a half per cent of
the work force and wound up
at six per cent.
-An inflation rate that is
"declining to approach the
three per cent range," as
measured by the price-rise
yardstick of the Gross
National Product. In 1970,
inflation by GNP standards
reached five and a fourth per
cent, highest in 19 years.
- A tremendous $88-billion
leap in output of goods and
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For The Best Call

We will deliver either Sat or Sun
whichever you wish.

Wednesday and will play through Saturday
in the Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Curtain time is 8 p.m.
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LEON THOMAS
& THE PRE9IDENI9
IN CONCERT
Bowling Green State University BG
Friday, Feb. 12 8:00pm Memorial Hall
TICKETS:
S3.00 in advance S4.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

bulance is on call 24 hours a
Even though the students
have no experience in ambulance work, they have
received the equivalent of a
three-hour first aid course
from Steve Thomas, the
University's assistant trainer.
The present drivers just
walked in for the Job.
However, Roper believes that
the Medical Center will be
more selective in the future.
"We probably will have the
students live at the center, and
we will provide their room and
board. They will probably also
have to complete a course in
first aid or be a student in premed." Roper added.
So far there haven't been
any complaints about the
drivers, Roper said.
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Skaters enjoy victory,
streak to four stretch
ByFredR.Ortlip
Assistant Sports Editor
"Like a snowball rolling down the side
of a snow-covered hill-it's growing,"
sing the Temptations.
And don't look now, but the BG icerslike a rolling snowball-are gaining
momentum-fast.

The Falcons (now 9-11) swept to a
couple of wins over the University of
Guelph Gryphons, 6-4 and 5-4 at the Ice
Arena last weekend and now own a four
game win streak-their longest of the
season. The Birds remain virtually invinceable at home in sporting a 9-2
record.
"I think we're on our way now,"

M.wtoholo b» Nail Ol.n,

BOWLING GREEN GOALIE Paul Galski
stretches to catch the puck which has
eluded his grasp. The Falcons had another

successful weekend as they dropped the
University of Guelph twice.

Connolly, Walker not enough
as Falcons fall to Western
ByJarkCarlr
Sports Writer

rebounds and scored 23 points. 12 of those
rebounds were in the second half.
However, the best show was
Two players were not enough to win
Washington who started at Western in
with as the Bowling Green Falcons
1964 but took timeout for the service. He
dropped another basketball contest
also pulled down 18 rebounds while
Saturday night this time to the
scoring 29 points. He hit nine of 15 from
Western Michigan Broncos, 93-75.
the floor and 11 of 13 from the foul line.
Of the Falcons 75 points, two-thirds of
Most noticable about Washington was his
them (50) were scored by seniors Jim
overall hustling play. At 6-3 he gave up
Connally (26) and Rich Walken24l.
two inches to the taller BG forwards but
Connally had his evenly distributed
was always up in the air quicker than the
between the halves but didn't start on his
Falcons on rebounds and driving lay-ups.
second half 13 until just over seven
He also was able to block several
ninutes to go in the game. The big BG
Bowling Green shot attempts.
center hit on 50 per cent of his floor shots
Western drew first blood in the game
(eightof 16) and was almost perfect from
and was never headed after that. At
the fuulline with 10 of 12.
15:24 the Falcons hit their first field goal
Walker also had U first half points but
but had to wait until 11:24 for their
could only net 11 in the second period on
second basket. By that time it was 17-7 in
10 of 25 from the field and four of six from
favor of Western.
the free line
The Falcons were able to close the gap
The other three Falcons starters Eric
to within six at the half 42-36 mainly on
Hymes. Tom Scott and Bob Quayle could
the scoring of Connally.
onlyaccountlor nine of BG's total pc! „ ts in
But Western came out fired up in the
the game. Substitute forward I« Henson
second half and made the game a rout.
came off tie bench to net 11 points and
Jenkins hit three straight buckets while
grab seven rebounds, the second highest
BG was getting only one and then
Bowling Green total.
Western ran away with the game leading
BG was hurt by the absence of
several times by as many as 22 points.
sophomore forward Dalynn Badenhop
One interesting factor was that
who was in the University with a high
Western's best guard 6-3 junior college
temperature and the flu. He had been
transfer Ernest Pettis only made a brief
averaging 14.8 points in MAC game.
appearance scoring two points.
Western Michigan wa; led by a pair of
He was replaced by 5-10 John Sperlaa
28-year olds. Chuck Washington and Earl
last year's Bronco playmaker who's not
Jenkins.
Jenkins a two-year letter
playing much this year, who hit 18 points.
winner at Western pulled down 18
Besides a poor start the Falcons were

Ball State assistant replaces
Harbaugh on football staff
Gary Tranquil), assistant football
coach at Ball State University in Muncie.
Ind. was named as the Falcons new
defensive backfield coach yesterday.
Tranquill, 30, replaces Jack Harbaugh on Coach Don Nehlen's staff.
Harbaugh resigned recently to become
an assistant coach under Frank
Lauterbaur at Iowa after coaching the
Falcon secondary to the nation's seventhbest mark in pass defense for the 1970
season.
Tranquill, who will also be an instructor in the University's health and
physical education department, will
assume his duties immediately.
"I am convinced we have hired one of
the beat young coaches in the game with

experience at the major-college level,'
Nehlen said.
During the past season, Tranquill
helped the Cardinals compilea W record
that included upset performances over
Buffalo, 14-7, and Southern IUnois, 24-17,
which were triggered by the defensive
unit.
A 1962 graduate of Wittenberg,
Tranquill won eight letters in football and
baseball. Before Joining the' BaU State
staff last year, he was an asistant coach
for six years at Wittenberg University.
As Wittenberg's defensive coordinator and secondary coach, he helped
the Springfield school produce a 46-7
record that Included two undefeated
seasons and three Ohio Conference
championships.

(now 3-6-1) wasn't going to win any
awards for their sportsmanship. The
Gryphons accumulated eight penalties
and a disqualification only after the first
period.
The Falcons took advantage of
Guelph's misconduct by stroking through
three power play goals for an early
bulge. Both teams traded goals in the
middle period and the BeeGees had what
seemed to be a pretty safe 4-1 cushion.
But the Gryphons didn't lie down and
die. With the score 5-2, Tom Schoan put
in his second goal of the afternoon in a
wild scramble in front of the net. The
Falcons had two men in the penalty box
at the time.
Then with 26 seconds left in the game,
Guelph pulled their mop-haired goalieKen
Lockett in favor of a sixth skater and only
three seconds later flicked in their fourth
goal from a faceoff.
UG spent the remainder of the game
frantically trying to get the equalizer and
might have, had not the clock expired.
"They gave us a heck of a battle,"
pointed out Vivian. "It was a good thing
the game ended when it did." The Falcon
trainers were in complete agreement
with that. At the game's end they had
used up all their suture kits.
Chuck Gyles, who looked like he just
came out of an alley brawl, was probably
the most battered with a sliced nose and
a cut over his left eye that was almost
swollen shut. Saturday's matinee had to
be one of the bone-crunchingest
exhibitions in a long while.
Ron Wise chalked two goals in the win
N«wtpKoto by L.O. FulUrton
and Pete Badour, Bruce Blyth and Gyles
all scored two points. The Falcons
WESTERN MICHIGAN'S Chuck Washington jumps high
outshot the Gryphons 39-22 with Paul
to block Falcon guard Rich Walker's short jump shot.
Galaski doing the job in goal for BG.
Nothing seemed to go right tor the Falcons Saturday night
Four power play goals highlighted
as they dropped the contest by a decisive 93-75 margin.
Friday's win before 2,482 fans as a total
of six different Falcons shared in the
scoring. Just as they did Saturday, the
Birds got out to a 3-0 lead after the first
period and were never headed, although
Guelph came close.
The invaders tallied a couple of power
play markers in the second frame to cut
the lead to 3-2 then each team took turns
scoring in the last period and it finally
By Joe Burchick
Michigan 95-84 Saturday night at Anended at 6-4. At least three of. UG's
Sports Writer
derson Arena.
output were tainted, the biggest of which
"This was the best two halves of
came on a Gryphon blast that caromed
basketball we played since the Dayton
off Glen Shirton's skate wide of the goal
Playing a solid agressive game, the BG game," Coach John Piper said. "Our
and into he net.
freshmen basketball team snapped a two defense was agressive and we played
Bowling Green outshot Guelph by a 33game losing streak stopping Western well overall."
27 margin with Terry Miskolczi in goal.
Trailing 7-3 in the early minutes of
Gyles, Badour, Mike Bartley and Gerry
play, baskets by Jim Kindle ?nd Bob
Bradbury each had two points for B.C.
Hotaling plus Hotaling's foul shot gave
The BeeGees will be back in action
the Falcons their initial lead, 8-7. Mike
tomorrow night against St. Clair College
Steele's three point play put Western
at the Ice Arena in a 7:30 p.m. clash.
back up 10-8, but then an 11 point BG run
put the hosts up for good, 19-10, as the
Broncos were unable to catch up the rest
of the way.
Western Michigan managed to close
to within six points, 24-18 with 5:35 left,
By Viii M.innix
but foul shots by Kindle and Jack
Assistant Sports Editor
Wissman, and Hotaling's layup ended the
Sid Sink must've been in a hurry like Bronco threat.
Bowling Green's tenacious defensive
he was "up to something" Saturday
proved to
evening at the Michigan Relays, because play and fast break soon
he ran an 8:48.3 two mile which qualified much for the visitors to cope with as BG
him for the NCAA's in March, and it was raced to a 43-28 halftime advantage.
only the second week of competition for
The Falcons continued their running
the Falcons.
and defensive agressiveness in the
In his haste, Sid "wasted" the two second half as they completely
mile records of the meet, Michigan's dominated play. Wissman's Jumper with
Yost Field House, Bowling Green's, and 16:10 left in the game put the Falcons
his own previous best of 8:55.
ahead by 20 points, 5545. The lead
The man must've been up to reached 25 points before Piper started
something.
substituting freely.
As the evening ran into late night and
High point men for BG were Wissman
the mile relay approached, the Falcon's with 21 points and Hotaling with 20.
anchor man Jim Gagnet had to punch out Steve Breitigam hit 18 markers and
because he'd got "bitten by a bug."
Kindle scorded 11 points in leading the
So with nobody else available Sid Falcon attack. Reserve Steve Haughn
volunteered to man the anchor ...Sink run looked impressive hitting seven points in
the quarter?
He's gotta be up to the final ten minutes of action. Charles
besides Bowers were Dennis O'Neil and
something.
Sidwell and Tom Krysa topped the
Dave Wolfe. O'Neil showed continued
When his turn at carrying the baton Bronco scoring with 16 and 14 points
improvement (moved up from 142 to 150 arrived, Sid took it and rounded the turn respectively.
for injured Steve Taylor) as he grinning, and headed up the
The f rosh will not see action until next
manhandled A. J. Capelli, the Warriors straightaway, disappearing behind this Wednesday when they visit Eastern
best man, 14-?. Wolfe ran his record to 8- giant fish net which hung from the field Michigan. The next home battle will be
1-1 with a 5-0 victory.
house ceiling.
Saturday. February
13, against
Butwhafs thi»? Tracy Elliott anotiier Michigan.
The Falcons were minus three
regulars for the match. Al Womack and Falcon mller came running out from
Steve Taylor were declared out last behind the net with the baton, and he
Wednesday, and Les Arko was finished the race after another lap and a
hospitalized with an infected arm just quarter.
So what the hell happened to Sid you
before the bus left Friday. Mark Contos,
ask? Well, when it comes to foot races,
Pat Curtis and Dick Muni filled in.
he's capable of some phenomena, but
"Those three guys out made the metamorphosis ain't one of 'em.
difference," Judged Bellard. "The ones
Before the race started Sink, and
that replaced them barely lost so I'm
Elliott enjoined in a little "tete-a-tete"
The Falcon swim team ran its win
sure the regulars would have beat them.
and since the net was conveniently streak to four and raised its season
Having all these injuries is commonplace located opposite the Judges table, that record to 5-3 with a pair of weekend
though ."
was the best place to pull their "fast victories over Northern Illinois and
Commonplace
injuries
not- one."
Loyola of Chicago.
withstanding, Bellard hinted that there
Uuuhhh, fast it wasn't exactly,
Friday evening the tankers bombed
may be more than the usual
because Elliott came in last but it rated a the Huskies of Northern IUnois 76-37 to
replacements this week because first if you count the minds blown, and drop the visitors record to 2-5. Friday's
someone is hurting.
the laughs it got.
win by the Falcons matched last seasons'
"We may have changes at two of the
In the collegiate mile, Elliott did take total number of victories.
weight classes." he said. "The fellows
a third place in his personal best time of
Saturday afternoon the Falcons
there have not been wrestling up to their
9:13.7, following Jim Ferstle who won the swampped the Ramblers of Loyola by a
potential or they Just haven't been event on a 9:06.9. That was his personal 71-40 count. - Dave Thomas, with vicwinning."
best, and another field house record.
tories in the 200-yard individual medley
As it is now, the set starting lineup
Steve Danforth also copped a win and the 500-yard freestyle led the Falcons
changes with the Bowling Green wind. It Saturday when he broke away from the as they swept nine of 13 first places.
would do the Falcons well to find the
pack, who were Just playing around, to
The Falcone now prepare to meet
,
solution to their problems before their win the 1000 yard run in 2:18.
Eastern Michigan on Friday and
triple dual in Atlanta, Georgia Saturday.
"Playing around" Just like Ski.
Western Michigan Saturday afternoon.

announced Coach Jack Vivian after his
charges had eked out a knock-down-dragout affair Saturday afternoon that ended,
almost accordingly, with a big brawl
before the smallest crowd all year, 1,900.
"We knew they'd be a good hockey
club," reviewed Vivian, "but I didn't
think they'd be that chippy." It was
apparent in the early going the Guelph

cold from both the foul line and the field
Saturday. Bowling Green hit 44 per cent
from the field the first half but dropped
off the 39 per cent for the game.
However, the real down-fall was from the
foul line as BG could hit only 21 of 35 from
the free line for 60 per cent. However, the
first half they were even poorer hitting
only eightof 17 for 47 per cent.
Coach Bob Conibear indicated after
the game that it was not the worst one of
the season but the team has had ten bad
ones.
"I've never seen us play so bad, we
will have to keep working , and start all
over agin and try not to be ourselves."
said Conibear.
Tomorrow the Falcons will take their
season's 4-10 record to St. Joseph's-

Baby Falcons humiliate
Western yearlings

Sneaky Sid,

other Falcons

Q

take 3 firsts

SPOITS
Marquette upsets
Falcon wrestlers
By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer
Pardon the Falcon wrestlers if they
seem to be suffering from what could be
termed a "bad trip."
Delayed getting to Milwaukee
because of bad weather, the Birds were
shot down Saturday by an ambushing
bunch
of
Marquette
Warriors
(Eskimos?) 21-9, and their season record
dropped to 54.
'We got caught in a bad snowstorm,"
said coach Bruce Bellard. "Everyone
was worried more about getting to the
meet than wrestling. Consequently we
didn't wrestle well."
It took the team ten hours to make
what is normally a leisurely seven hour
trip Friday night By the time the
Falcons got to Milwaukee all the roads in
the county were closed. According to
Bellard the team was "psyched out"
before the meet began Saturday afternoon.
It didn't seem that way when Tom
Bowers opened the match with a decision
over Mike Carlton of Marquette.
However, Mark Centos and Pat Curtis
followed with one point losses and the
Falcons were on top of the sliding board.
"Contos slid a guy on Ms back all the
way across the mat and the ret didn't
give him any points," Bellard said,
exemplifying the way the meet went
The only ones who won their matches

Tankers win
two contests,
stand 5-3

